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Introduction

The telecommunications market in the United States has changed dramatically over the last decade. The communications options for average consumers have expanded beyond the offerings of their incumbent telephone companies to include new telephone carriers, email, wireless telephone service, and voice over the Internet. Yet strikingly, much of the regulatory approach to local telecommunications that arose in the monopoly era remains in place today.

This Article examines whether conventional approaches to monopoly regulation continue to be good policy given the current market for telecommunications services in the United States. By “conventional” monopoly

---

regulation I mean a regime of specific rules that sets out, in advance, requirements and restrictions on business conduct by firms in a particular industry. My focus is on economic regulation as opposed to public-safety or distributional regulation, although I shall touch on those issues in the Article as well. Economic rules in telecommunications have involved rate regulation and tariff-filing obligations, requirements on scope and quality of service, limits on entry into related lines of business, duties to deal with new entrants, and other prospective governance of business behavior.² Such rules apply mostly, if not exclusively, to large incumbent firms and much less, if at all, to new entrants or fringe firms in the industry.³ The question to be addressed is whether, in the light of changes in telecommunications markets over the past decade, ex ante, dominant-firm restraints remain an appropriate mode of telecommunications regulation.

This Article finds that the general answer is no, and that ex ante regulation that depends for its rationale on monopoly market structure should give way to ex post intervention against specific, anti-competitive acts on the model of conventional antitrust and competition policy, with resort to ex ante rules only where experience provides a compelling case that such rules are necessary to protect consumer welfare. The Article finds, however, that certain kinds of regulation—most notably basic network interconnection rules—still have a role to play in advancing telecommunications policy objectives. This study's conclusions thus challenge the argument that policymakers should wait until market conditions become more competitive to deregulate. But it also challenges claims that the market has developed to the point that Congress should eliminate all industry-specific regulation and regulatory authority in the U.S. telecommunications market. In arguing for a transformative shift away from mandatory ex ante rules, this Article thus does not recommend legislation that would prohibit ex ante regulation altogether. This Article instead proposes an approach that would eliminate ex ante regulation that depends on monopoly for its rationale in favor of ex post competition enforcement; but that would allow for other regulation (e.g. interconnection) in specific circumstances where experience proves such intervention necessary and effective for protecting consumer welfare.

Part I of this Article explains how the purposes, rationale, and potential benefits of telephone regulation have depended on the monopoly structure of the local telecommunications market. Part II examines how the local telephone market has transformed over the past decade, arguing that the market no longer resembles the monopoly that gave rise to existing regulations. Part III examines the regulatory implications of the change in market structure for local

³ Id. at 61-69.
telecommunications, describing why the changing balance of regulatory costs and benefits accompanying the change in market structure warrants a new regulatory approach—an approach that emphasizes post-conduct enforcement against anticompetitive activities instead of ex ante restrictions and requirements on firm activities. Part III also discusses precedents and evidence from previous episodes of deregulation in the United States—both in telecommunications and in other industries—and explains how those experiences and evidence support a deregulatory shift in U.S. telecommunications policy sooner rather than later. Part IV concludes.

I. Historical Goals and Underlying Assumptions of Telecommunications Regulation

This Part of the Article addresses the goals of telecommunications regulation over the course of the past century. It then explains the monopoly assumptions that underlie those objectives and the means through which state and federal regulators have pursued them.

A. Telephone Regulation Before 1996

For most of the past century, the U.S. telecommunications industry has been subject to monopoly regulation. There are good reasons to believe that, early on, the United States could have avoided telephone monopolies in favor of a competitive marketplace. By 1908, AT&T and its collected rivals each carried about 16 million telephone calls per day. But AT&T denied interconnection to its rivals, preventing subscribers of competing carriers from making calls to, or receiving calls from, AT&T's subscribers. Unable to promise their subscribers access to AT&T's larger base of customers, individual competitors struggled and, in the years leading up to World War I, AT&T aggressively acquired those weakened rivals. By the 1920s telecommunications in the United States had become the business of state-franchised monopolies operated by AT&T (known as "the Bell System")."
power to set prices and control output.\(^7\) It seemed clear that AT&T would, if unregulated, use that power to fatten profits at the expense of consumers, to refrain from serving less profitable customers, and to extend market power into new or adjacent lines of business.\(^8\) From these perceived hazards emerged three principal objectives of telephone regulation.

1. Retail Price Regulation

The first objective of regulation, in response to the pricing power that monopolists typically wield, was to keep retail prices "reasonable" and below monopoly levels. For most of the twentieth century, state agencies and the FCC pursued this goal through oversight and constraint of the retail rates the AT&T companies could charge for calls in and between their respective state service areas.\(^9\) Regulators came to focus on setting rates that would provide the carrier with a reasonable rate of return on its costs of providing service.\(^10\) In a typical rate proceeding AT&T would file a tariff with a proposed rate, provide cost data, and receive approval to charge rates that brought a return typically in the range of 11% over those costs.\(^11\) Because of concerns about the harmful incentive effects of such "rate-of-return" regulation (see infra Section III.A), in the 1980s state and federal regulators began to experiment with alternative forms of incentive-based regulation. Specifically, a number of jurisdictions began to use a method of price regulation known as "price caps," in which regulators capped prices carriers could charge, but allowed carriers to keep any profit they could manage within the caps.\(^12\)

Although local telephone rates were subject only to state regulation, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) had authority (often only weakly exercised) to regulate interstate, long-distance calling rates at the federal level.\(^13\) While AT&T charged flat monthly fees for local service, it charged by the minute for long-distance service, and the FCC allowed AT&T to set long-distance rates well above cost for the purpose—at first implicit and later expressly stated—of providing profits AT&T could use to cross-subsidize local

---


\(^8\) See, e.g., PAGE, supra note 6, at 3 (describing how the public felt a need for control of prices and service as monopoly came to supplant competition in telephone service).


\(^10\) Id.

\(^11\) See, e.g., In re AT&T, 86 F.C.C.2d 221 (1981), for a typical example of such a filing and rate of return.

\(^12\) 4 F.C.C.R. at 2893-96.

\(^13\) See, e.g., In re AT&T Charges for Interstate Tel. Service, 51 F.C.C.2d 619 (1975), for an example of such interstate rate regulation by the FCC.
rates in support of universal service policies (see below).\textsuperscript{14} Although virtually no federal regulation of rates for interstate (i.e., long-distance) telephone service remains, regulation of retail rates for local telephone service is the exclusive domain of state authorities under Section 152(b) of the Communications Act of 1934 and remains very much in place.\textsuperscript{15}

2. Universal Service Regulation

The second objective of monopoly regulation was to guarantee access by all Americans to affordable telephone services.\textsuperscript{16} This “universal service” objective was a response to the concern that some citizens might not share in the benefits of telephone service because they were not profitable for carriers to serve.\textsuperscript{17} In granting monopoly franchises to AT&T, state regulators found an opportunity to demand things in return. One of the key conditions of the monopoly grants was that the Bell System would provide quality service to all consumers, and do so at fair and generally equal rates.\textsuperscript{18}

Universal service regulation accomplished two things. First, the policy arguably sped the deployment of a high-quality telecommunications network to virtually all Americans. Second, it led to rate structures through which some kinds of consumers and services subsidized other consumers and services. For example, it costs carriers less to serve customers in dense urban areas than to serve more dispersed customers in rural areas.\textsuperscript{19} Under universal service policies, however, both sets of subscribers typically pay the same monthly rate for local service. That rate is above the carrier’s cost of providing telephone service to urban customers but below the carrier’s cost of serving rural households; the profits from the former subsidize the losses from the latter.\textsuperscript{20} Similar cross-subsidies have occurred from business customers to residential customers and from long-distance telephone service to local service.\textsuperscript{21} Universal service thus became deeply enmeshed in the monopoly structure of telecommunications because the subsidy flows on which the policies depended were much easier to organize within a single entity than among competing service providers.

\textsuperscript{14} BENJAMIN ET AL., supra note 7, at 618-19.
\textsuperscript{15} 47 U.S.C.S. § 152(b) (2006).
\textsuperscript{16} BENJAMIN ET AL., supra note 7, at 618-19.
\textsuperscript{17} The term “universal service” did not have such public-spirited origins. It was instead a corporate slogan of AT&T’s chairman, Theodore Vail, who meant by “universal service” that AT&T would be the sole provider of service everywhere. It was, in other words, a term for the company’s ambitions of monopoly. See id.
\textsuperscript{18} Id. at 619.
\textsuperscript{19} Id.
\textsuperscript{20} Id. at 618-19.
\textsuperscript{21} Id.
3. Limiting Monopoly Scope

The third objective of telecommunications regulation was to control the scope of AT&T’s monopoly. The Bell System encompassed not just the state-by-state franchise monopolies over local service, but also nationwide long-distance telephone service, customer equipment (i.e., telephones), and network equipment (i.e., switches and other elements of the phone system). How many of these different markets should AT&T be able to monopolize? Partly through regulation, but also through antitrust enforcement, the scope of AT&T’s monopoly flowed and ultimately ebbed over the course of the last century.

For example, AT&T early on required monthly rental fees for the use of telephone handsets as part of the carrier’s local rate tariffs. AT&T thus prevented competing telephone manufacturers from entering the market because consumers would have to pay the competitor’s handset price in addition to the rental fee already included in AT&T’s local tariff. When new kinds of customer-end equipment became available on the market, early answering machines for example, AT&T placed “foreign attachment” prohibitions in its local tariffs that barred customers from attaching any non-AT&T equipment to the network. In 1947 the FCC questioned such restrictions and struck down AT&T’s prohibition on the attachment of devices to record telephone calls. AT&T did not even manufacture such devices but evidently wished to reserve that market for itself. The FCC ruled the company’s monopoly could not extend so far.

Over the next several years the FCC vacillated over AT&T’s ability to bar competing “customer premises equipment” (CPE), allowing states to bar an early answering machine called the Jordaphone in 1954 and, in a bizarre decision, upholding AT&T’s prohibition on use of the Hush-a-Phone, a simple device that covered a telephone’s mouthpiece to increase privacy, in 1955. But following the U.S. Court of Appeals’ sharp reversal of the Hush-a-Phone decision, the trend turned strongly against AT&T’s extension of its monopoly into CPE. In 1968 the Commission found AT&T’s tariffs that flatly prohibited customers from attaching non-AT&T equipment to be improperly discriminatory. While the FCC did continue to approve some tariffs that had attachment prohibitions, the agency began to scrutinize such provisions carefully and skeptically; the Commission eventually went to court to preempt...

---

22 Id. at 624.
23 Id. at 624-25 (excerpting from PETER W. HUBER ET AL., FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS LAW (1992)).
25 Id. at 1048.
26 In re Jordaphone Corp. of Am., 18 F.C.C. 644 (1954).
state laws that prohibited or restricted attachment of customer-supplied (as opposed to AT&T-supplied) equipment to the network.29

The FCC also pared back the extent of AT&T's control over the long-distance market. Beginning with a seemingly innocuous ruling in 1959 allowing private, commercial use of certain radio frequencies,30 the Commission opened the door for a small company known as Microwave Communications Inc. (later MCI) to provide fixed, wireless transmission of long-distance phone calls.31 The FCC, with the courts playing a role, eventually rejected AT&T's arguments against allowing entry into the long-distance telephone market and issued a series of orders authorizing MCI to provide service that increasingly competed with AT&T's long-distance business.32

AT&T's resistance to long-distance competition was central to the Justice Department's 1974 antitrust suit that culminated in the 1984 break-up of AT&T.33 That break-up, known as the AT&T "divestiture," divided the Bell System into seven, independent "Regional Bell Operating Companies" (RBOCs) providing local phone service, and a separate company, retaining the AT&T name, that provided long-distance service and manufactured equipment.34 After divestiture, AT&T's equipment and long-distance monopolies were finished. Local exchange service remained a monopoly, but one that no longer had a corporate connection to the provision of long-distance service or equipment. The RBOCs and other incumbent local carriers continued to be regulated as monopolies in accordance with the three objectives just described:35 States regulated their retail rates (increasingly through price caps), a combination of state and federal rules maintained universal service subsidies and obligations, and a set of restrictions from the 1984 consent decree limited the RBOCs' permitted lines of business to ensure their monopoly power did not extend beyond local exchange service.36 This situation held without significant change until the Telecommunications Act of 1996.

B. Regulation Under the Telecommunications Act of 1996

Congress designed the Telecommunications Act of 1996 to dismantle exclusive local-exchange franchises.37 In important respects, however, the 1996

32 See id. at 527-34.
33 BENJAMIN ET AL., supra note 7, at 641.
35 Other local incumbents included the many small, and few larger (e.g., GTE and SNET), independent phone companies that had coexisted with AT&T (generally by serving areas AT&T had chosen not to enter).
36 Id. at 224.
37 BENJAMIN ET AL., supra note 7, at 715.
Act did less to remove monopoly regulation than to create new rules with the apparent intention of fostering conditions that would allow the gradual deregulation of local telecommunications over time. These new rules are known collectively as the Act’s local competition provisions.

The most fundamental of the local competition provisions is the duty of every telecommunications carrier “to interconnect directly or indirectly with the facilities and equipment of other telecommunications carriers.”\(^{38}\) Such interconnection prevents any incumbent carrier from creating a barrier to entry for new entrants or other carriers by refusing to deliver another carrier’s calls to the incumbent’s customers, and vice versa. Congress moreover barred the incumbents from accomplishing the same thing through the pricing of interconnection, requiring that telecommunications carriers interconnect at incremental cost for the purpose of originating and terminating each other’s traffic.\(^{39}\)

Second, the Act requires incumbent local exchange carriers to allow competitors to use parts of the incumbents’ own networks to provide competing service.\(^{40}\) Thus, if new entrants would be competitively “impaired” without access to, say, the incumbents’ central-office switches,\(^{41}\) the Act grants them access to the incumbents’ switches on an “unbundled” (i.e., standalone) basis and at cost-based rates. This section is known as the 1996 Act’s “network unbundling” provision and the parts of the incumbent networks to which it provides competitors access are known as “unbundled network elements,” or “UNEs.” Mandatory unbundling may apply to any network element to which access is “technically feasible.”

Third, the Act also creates the possibility for new entrants to enter a local exchange market with no facilities at all of its own. The Act’s “resale” provision requires incumbent local carriers to sell their service wholesale, at regulated rates, to new carriers that wish to enter the market as resellers of the incumbent’s service.\(^{42}\)

The 1996 Act did take two important steps whose deregulatory impact was immediate. First, the Act eliminated state monopoly franchises as a matter of law, so that new competitors no longer faced any significant legal barriers to providing local telephone service.\(^{43}\) Given the decades of state-protected monopoly franchises enjoyed by local exchange incumbents, this federal preemption is significant and averts the need for a would-be entrant to go from state-to-state to gain such entry rights on a piecemeal basis. Second, the Act

\(^{41}\) Switches are the computers that route calls to and from subscribers.
provided for removal of the line-of-business restrictions on incumbent local exchange companies, which had been in place since 1984. The Act freed the RBOCs to offer information services (although initially only through a separate subsidiary), and allowed the RBOCs to provide long-distance service conditional on their compliance with the 1996 Act’s local competition provisions.

The Act thus combined deregulatory measures with an elaborate new set of network access and wholesale pricing regulations for the local carriers. It also left in place retail price regulation and expanded universal service policies. The 1996 Act can usefully be thought of as scaffolding put in place to support the construction of a competitive telecommunications market. In this respect the 1996 Act was part of an emerging transformation in policy toward regulated industries in which regulators shifted focus from rules designed to control monopoly behavior to rules designed to foster the introduction of competition that would uproot the monopoly altogether and, in turn, obviate the need for costly economic regulation in the future. Although the 1996 Act sets no date for any of its local competition rules to expire, it allows the FCC to require unbundling only if market conditions are such that a new entrant would be competitively impaired without access to a given UNE. The FCC has interpreted this provision as requiring periodic review and modification of its unbundling rules. The Act thus implicitly provides for some evolution in the scope of its local competition rules as markets become more competitive. As the next Section will explain, however, the unbundling rules themselves, like other forms of telecommunications regulation discussed above, are nonetheless premised on the existence of monopoly in the provision of local telecommunications services.

C. The Monopoly Assumptions of Regulation

The rationale for the kinds of regulation discussed above depends largely on the monopoly structure of the local telephone market. First, consider rate regulation. The government does not regulate prices of the vast majority of goods and services sold in the United States. It instead leaves market competition to determine firms’ prices, product quality, and output levels. Actual or potential rivalry from other firms drives any given firm away from the high monopoly price level that exists in the absence of competition and thus

45 Id.
46 47 U.S.C. §§ 252(d), 254(a), (b) (2000).
49 Review of the Section 251 Unbundling Obligations of Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers, 16 F.C.C.R. 22,781 (Dec. 20, 2001) (known as the UNE “triennial review” proceeding).
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eliminates the need for government to step in to protect consumers from market power.

Even in markets dominated by a single firm, the government generally does not regulate that firm's economic conduct. Abbott Laboratories is the only producer of a key protease-inhibitor booster for HIV treatment, yet the government does not control how much Abbott charges for the drug. Only one organization offers the standardized LSAT test that law school applicants must take, yet that organization is free to set its own terms; and the Phillies are the only major professional sports team in Philadelphia during the summer months but government does not limit the team's ticket prices. Indeed, the examples of unregulated monopolies or dominant firms are numerous and diverse and can be found in industries from entertainment to pharmaceuticals. The government leaves such firms alone for several sound policy reasons, perhaps the most prominent of which is captured by Judge Learned Hand's classic statement in United States v. ALCOA that "[t]he successful competitor, having been urged to compete, should not be turned upon when he wins." The context of ALCOA was punishment of monopoly through the antitrust laws, but the rationale applies equally to regulation of monopoly. Even where monopoly exists, government should use price regulation sparingly because regulation has harmful incentive effects that can impede the development of competition. Government-imposed price limits may diminish incentives for the incumbents or potential challengers to innovate, reduce profit opportunities that attract new entrants, and ultimately entrench both a particular provider and a particular technology in the market, to the detriment of consumers.

In most cases, therefore, legislatures and competition authorities leave the erosion of monopoly power to the process of competitive entry or consumer substitution over time. Government only steps in to regulate prices of those few monopolies in which competitive entry is considered either impossible or undesirable, typically on the theory that the market is a "natural monopoly." To be sure, the government intervenes in markets more frequently through application of antitrust laws and competition policies that block anticompetitive efforts by firms to gain or maintain market power. But enforcement to stop behavior on a case-by-case basis after it has proven harmful (ex post intervention) is very different in purpose and effect from a broad rule that

52 United States v. Aluminum Co. of Am. (ALCOA), 148 F.2d 416, 430 (2d Cir. 1945).
53 A "natural monopoly" occurs when a firm's costs-per-consumer decline over the entire range of demand such that entry of a second provider would raise the average cost of serving customers in the relevant market.
54 For an illustration, see the list of cases antitrust cases that the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice has filed over the past decade at Antitrust Division, U.S. Dep't of Justice, Antitrust Case Filings, http://www.usdoj.gov/atr/cases.html (last visited Nov. 14, 2006).
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establishes what firms can and cannot do in advance of specific conduct and regardless of the competitive effect of that conduct in a specific instance (ex ante regulation).

Universal service regulation was also tied to the monopoly structure of the local telephone market, although more in its form than in its purpose. Funding universal service through implicit subsidy flows by which profits from serving some customers pay for losses from serving others is hard to rationalize or sustain outside the monopoly context. Competition is the enemy of such “cross-subsidies” because new entrants rationally target low-cost, high-profit customers and avoid the high-cost, low-profit (or negative-margin) customers, thereby diminishing the revenues on which the implicit cross-subsidy flows depend. Direct subsidies, however, do not necessarily fail or lose their policy rationale when a market becomes competitive. Regulators may aim subsidies directly at high costs where they exist, and need not require that firms get necessary universal service funds indirectly from profits earned elsewhere. Competition immediately reduces profits but may only slowly reduce costs so, as markets change, a more direct subsidy mechanism is essential. Direct subsidies for particular consumers therefore exist in many markets, such as housing, food, and education, where providers may not have much market power but where prices may still be too high for some consumers to have access.55

Accordingly, even in a competitive market, state or federal policymakers might continue to find it socially undesirable for rural telephone customers to pay rates that cover their full, high costs of service. If this is the case, government could, for example, directly subsidize the carriers providing service to those consumers by telling competing phone companies that a particular subsidy amount could be claimed by any carrier serving a particular customer. The carriers would then compete to provide the lowest rate that attracts the customer and is profitable in combination with the subsidy. Alternatively, carriers could bid for the subsidy itself with the lowest bidder receiving the subsidy for serving the area at issue.56 The key point is that it is the funding mechanism for universal service, not the underlying policy, that must change in response to competition. So, a distributional policy for telecommunications that accomplishes universal service objectives is not tied to monopoly; but a mechanism for achieving those policies that applies only to a particular firm or set of firms, and that depends on implicit subsidy flows, is tied to monopoly market structure.


Finally, some means of regulating monopoly scope are also closely tied to single-firm market structure and lose much of their basis as competition emerges. At the most obvious level, once a firm has rivals it no longer has any monopoly to extend. In a competitive market, a firm's efforts to bundle products and services in a way that harms consumers will be disciplined by the rival offerings of the firm's competitors. Consider a tariff that required any phone service customer also to rent its telephone from the carrier. If that packaging somehow allowed the carrier to provide either the phone or the service at particularly low cost to customers, then customers would gain from the package. But if the bundle were just a way for the carrier to gain extra profits, under competitive conditions consumers would turn to other carriers that either offer a cheaper bundle or do not require consumers to buy a bundle at all. Similarly, restrictions on the lines of business a firm can enter make economic sense only if the firm has market power over some essential input—for example, "bottleneck" access to the local exchange—that allows extension of power in one market into another market. Such leveraging of the local network bottleneck into market power over long distance was part of the theory behind the break-up of AT&T and the imposition of line-of-business restrictions on the RBOCs. As alternative paths into the local exchange arise through competition, control over bottleneck facilities diminishes and along with it so does the premise for ex ante restrictions on a firm's entry into adjacent markets.

Defining the relevant market is an important step in determining whether an apparent bottleneck actually confers market power. A network might control access to its own facilities, but unless its facilities are the only option for reaching the consumer the bottleneck does not confer monopoly power. A bridge across a river is not a powerful bottleneck if there is another bridge just downstream. Similarly, a telecommunications network does not control access to, or communication among, subscribers if subscribers can both reach out and be reached over an alternative network; a cable system operator cannot control the flow of programming to subscribers if those subscribers can get the same programs via satellite; and a railroad cannot regulate the flow of goods to a market if those same goods can travel on trucks. Therefore, "bottlenecks" that might appear to exist when markets are defined narrowly in terms of their underlying technologies do not confer market power or provide a basis for regulation if alternative technologies provide economically feasible substitutes.

D. Monopoly and the Rationale for the 1996 Act

The interconnection and network unbundling/wholesale pricing provisions of the 1996 Act facilitate competitive entry into the local exchange market. The two sets of provisions differ in one critical respect, however. The rationale for mandating interconnection for the exchange of traffic is not necessarily tied to the monopoly structure of the local telephone market; the network unbundling and wholesale pricing rules, on the other hand, are premised on the existence of local exchange monopolies.

To see the difference, consider first interconnection. Imagine that a new entrant were to build a complete telephone network to compete with the incumbent. Immediately upon completion of the new network, the incumbent would no longer have a monopoly over facilities but would still have a monopoly over customers. The incumbent could maintain that monopoly simply by refusing to transmit calls to its subscribers if those calls originated with a subscriber of the new network. The first prospective customer of the new network would be unable to make any local calls, making the new entrant's service nearly worthless. Even if the new carrier could sign up a few customers, few additional subscribers would switch from the incumbent because of the greater "network benefit" the incumbent offers.

A network benefit is the increase in value of a product or service that arises as more people use the product or service. Of course, most products do not produce a network benefit. I do not benefit directly because others like the same kind of pizza or ride the same brand of bicycle. But telephone service is one of a small set of products whose value to every individual consumer increases with the number of additional consumers of the same product. The more subscribers there are the more people any individual subscriber can call and the more valuable the service is. Absent interconnection, a firm leading in market share can use its larger network benefit to attract customers and disadvantage smaller rivals. Interconnection not only erodes monopoly power, but preserves competition and prevents an industry from "tipping" back to a dominant-firm structure every time one competitor gains a market lead and, hence, a larger network externality that it can exploit to attract consumers. Interconnection ensures all firms compete to offer a common network benefit rather than to leverage a proprietary one into increased market power. Interconnection obligations therefore apply to all telecommunications carriers in the market, not just perceived monopolists.


In contrast, consider the 1996 Act's network unbundling provisions. The soundness of those rules depends on the assumption that, absent access to the incumbent's facilities, new entrants will not be able to offer service to customers in the first place.\textsuperscript{60} This assumption is only valid if incumbents have both an economic scale that imposes a barrier to entry and a monopoly over the facilities new entrants could lease to overcome that entry barrier. Those conditions would not hold if the incumbent faced competition from other carriers providing services that consumers could effectively substitute for conventional local exchange service—in other words, they would not hold under competition. For example, competition would show both that entry barriers were not so high that they prevented competition against the incumbent, and that potential entrants could use other sources or types of facilities to set up their service offerings. Such entry would more fundamentally undermine the notion that network access rules are needed to foster competition. Thus, the 1996 Act's unbundling rules depend both for their purpose and their structure on the existence of monopoly in the local telecommunications market. Consistent with that logic, they apply only to incumbent local exchange carriers and not to all providers (as the interconnection rules do).\textsuperscript{61} The same argument applies to the wholesale pricing provisions of the 1996 Act.\textsuperscript{62} The regulatory paradigm embedded in the most recent major telecommunications legislation is therefore, like that which came before it, premised on assumptions of underlying monopoly power. Yet, although the underlying law and its associated regulatory approach have not changed since 1996, the U.S. telecommunications market has, and significantly so. The next Part will address how the underlying structure of the telecommunications market has changed, and Part III will then examine the consequences of those changes for U.S. telecommunications policy.


The discussion so far has examined the conventional objectives and justifications for telecommunications regulation and has explained how those objectives and the benefits of regulation depend to varying extents on the existence of a monopolistic market structure. This Part of the Article examines how the structure of the local telecommunications market has changed since Congress passed the 1996 Act and argues that the premise of local monopoly, although valid in 1996, is no longer so today.

\textsuperscript{60} BENJAMIN ET AL., supra note 7, at 717-18 (explaining the local competition provisions as enabling entry where otherwise it might not be in competitors' economic interests).


What has changed? Most fundamentally, the menu of telecommunications services available to consumers has expanded dramatically in the last ten years. This expanding menu has, in turn, transformed how consumers communicate and what they demand in terms of telecommunications options. To highlight the change, it is worth recalling the choices available to a typical customer in 1996. At that time, one person wishing to communicate a message to another had four potential choices: (1) pick up the telephone, (2) send a letter by mail, (3) place a wireless call by cell phone, or (4) log onto a computer and send an email. In reality, however, the vast majority of American consumers only used options (1) and (2). For, while roughly 95% of households had conventional land-line telephone service in 1996, only 44 million subscribers had wireless telephones, less than 40% of households owned personal computers, and less than 19% of households had Internet access.63

By 2003-04, the years for which the most comprehensive data was available as this Article went to press, the telecommunications landscape had changed remarkably. The most important overall phenomenon has been the evidence that consumers now see alternative modes of communication as substitutes for each other. Such “inter-modal” competition is reflected by several measures of how people consume telecommunications services.

A. Wireless Telephone Service

The most dramatic change in U.S. telecommunications has been the rise in wireless telephone usage in the years since Congress passed the 1996 Act. At the end of 1996 there were 44 million wireless subscribers in the United States and they used their phones to talk for an average of 125 minutes per month.64 By the end of 2004, there were 185 million wireless subscribers in the United States who used their phones to talk for an average of 580 minutes per month.65 Today there are more wireless subscriptions than conventional land-line telephone subscriptions in the United States.66 Moreover, wireless subscribers pay less now than they did at the time of the 1996 Act’s passage. Wireless bills fell by 34% from 1997 to 2004 even with the dramatically increasing usage.67 Competition in the mobile wireless market continues to drive operators to attract customers through price and non-price means.68 There are currently four facilities-based, nationwide wireless carriers operating in the United States.69

64 Id. at 11-3 tbl.11.1 & 11-6 tbl.11.3.
65 TENTH CMRS REPORT, supra note 1, ¶ 5.
66 TRENDS IN TELEPHONE SERVICE 2005, supra note 63, at 7-3 tbl.7.1.
67 TENTH CMRS REPORT, supra note 1, ¶ 157.
68 Id. ¶¶ 101-08.
69 Id. ¶ 25 (listing five carriers, but Sprint and Nextel have since merged).
Almost all U.S. consumers (97% of the population) have access to service from three or more wireless competitors.\textsuperscript{70}

There are a number of reasons to believe that wireless service is increasingly coming to substitute for conventional, local telephone service. First, the FCC has found that 62% of all Americans, and over 90% of those between 20 and 49 years old, own cell phones.\textsuperscript{71} As already mentioned, those subscribers have been using their wireless phones for an increasing number (580) of minutes per month. This increase has been accompanied by a marked decline in the amount of landline calling consumers have been doing. In 1996 American consumers made an average of 143 minutes of long-distance calls per month; by 2003 that figure had fallen to 71 minutes.\textsuperscript{72} In 1996 Americans placed 504 billion conventional local telephone calls; in 2003 the number had dropped to 425 billion.\textsuperscript{73} The inference of wireless substitution for wireline service is strong, and is corroborated by other data. The FCC has reported that 5.5% of Americans live in wireless-only households, a figure that rises to 14% for 18 to 24 year-olds.\textsuperscript{74} Yet such figures understate the true degree of substitution. As the Commission has found, "[e]ven when not 'cutting the cord' completely, consumers appear increasingly to choose wireless service over traditional wireline service, particularly for certain uses."\textsuperscript{75} The Commission went on to cite data that one third of all households receive more than half of their calls wirelessly and 9% of households receive almost all their phone calls on their wireless phones.\textsuperscript{76}

Not surprisingly, the rise of wireless telephone service has put heavy pressure on traditional telephone service. Not only have the number of calls and minutes on the landline networks declined, but the number of traditional phone lines itself has also dropped, and quickly. FCC data show that by each of three different measures of line count, the number of conventional telephone lines fell from 2000 through 2003 (the year of the latest available annual data).\textsuperscript{77} The trend appears to be continuing, as the number of landlines dropped at a quarterly rate of 1.2% in the second and third quarters of 2004.\textsuperscript{78}

The degree of direct substitution of wireless for wireline telephony understates the competitive significance of wireless service. The average American consumer is comfortable with, and equipped with, wireless service. While most people may continue to subscribe to wireline service, conventional
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\textsuperscript{77} TRENDS IN TELEPHONE SERVICE 2005, supra note 63, at 7-3 tbl.7.1.
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local service providers likely have no power to cut the quality or raise the price of their service; to do so would be to invite consumers to pick up their mobile phones more often or simply to cut their landline subscriptions. With at least three wireless competitors vying for the business of nearly every person in the United States, consumers without wireless service could easily get it should they be dissatisfied with their conventional provider. The Pew Internet and American Life Project found that by 2003, 21% of all American wireless phone users had already considered canceling their conventional home telephone service. With so many consumers so close to the margin about keeping their conventional telephone service, and with wireless service now even more prevalent among individuals than landline service, the once-powerful local telephone incumbents have little ability to exercise market power over local telecommunications. That ability to wield market power is further diminished in light of other competitive alternatives.

B. Internet-Based Alternatives to Conventional Telephony

Consider next Internet-based alternatives to conventional telephone calls. By 2003, the share of households with computers had grown to 61.8% and those with Internet access to 54.6%. Residential customers and people who worked in small businesses together had nearly 26 million high-speed Internet access lines by the end of 2003, a figure that leapt to over 35 million lines by the end of 2004. Importantly, most of these high-speed lines do not involve wireline telephone networks at all; nearly 60% of high-speed Internet access takes place over cable networks.

American consumers have turned the Internet into a primary platform for communicating with each other. Whereas, not long ago, real-time, interactive contact with another person required picking up a telephone, the largest three on-line “instant messaging” providers, AOL, MSN, and Yahoo, recently reported having, respectively, 51.6 million, 27.3 million, and 21.9 million unique, monthly users. Such widespread instant messaging, which requires only basic (rather than high-speed) Internet access, means that a tremendous amount of communication is now occurring without the need for a telephone call. The Nielson data cited above builds on earlier evidence of instant messaging and email usage. A Pew Internet and American Life Project cites

80 TRENDS IN TELEPHONE SERVICE 2005, supra note 63, at 2-10 chart 2.9.
82 TRENDS IN TELEPHONE SERVICE 2005, supra note 63, at 2-3 tbl.2.1.
survey results showing that over 80 million adult (over 18 years old) consumers in the U.S. used instant messaging in 2003, and that they did so for an average of over 300 minutes per month.\textsuperscript{84} The Stanford Institute for the Quantitative Study of Society released a study in June 2004 reporting survey data that show American consumers to use email for an average of over 25 minutes per day. These data suggest that on-line communications methods have become a primary means of communication.

The falling price of Internet access has made such modes of communication accessible to the mass market. So too have the expanding array of places and devices from which consumers can use the Internet, as well as the falling price of computers. Nearly all public libraries provide Internet access and by 2004, most even had broadband access.\textsuperscript{85} Consumers can now reach the Internet through cell phones and an array of small hand-held devices. With respect to home computer access, from 1996 to 1999 computer prices fell by over 32\% per year in the United States.\textsuperscript{86} Since 1999, computer prices have only continued to fall, dropping over 16\% in 2005 alone.\textsuperscript{87}

Cable-modem Internet service is of particular competitive significance for incumbent local telecommunications providers for several reasons. First, as consumers increasingly turn to email and instant messaging as a primary means of communication, cable operators compete vigorously with the phone companies and their broadband DSL offerings to attract that traffic. As mentioned, cable operators have been quite successful in that effort, capturing the majority of the U.S. residential broadband access market.\textsuperscript{88}

Second, cable modem competition and broadband penetration more generally has helped to drive a wedge between voice telephone service and the physical infrastructure over which it runs. For decades, voice service was uniquely connected with the underlying telephone network. Some more recent services like cable telephony (switched telephone service running over cable plant) similarly require the service provider to own, or purchase access to, a physical network to provide voice service. With the rise of broadband Internet access, however, a set of voice communication providers has arisen that owns no network infrastructure at all and instead provides voice service as an application that consumers can reach over the Internet. Such voice-over-Internet-protocol (VoIP) services, like wireless providers, provide a voice


\textsuperscript{85} See INFORMATION USE MANAGEMENT AND POLICY INSTITUTE, PUBLIC LIBRARIES AND THE INTERNET (2005), http://www.if.fsu.edu/plinternet_findings.cfm.
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option that does not always, but can and often does, entirely bypass the incumbent local telephone networks.

The technology for VoIP is improving rapidly and use is rising accordingly. A range of services, from free computer-to-computer calling to more sophisticated offerings that operate over conventional handsets are available. Projections show that within a few years 20 million households will have use of VoIP without any conventional telephone connection. But, as the mainstream press has recently chronicled, the services are already available to those who want them and VoIP may take off much more quickly than anticipated. With computers having become inexpensive and ubiquitous, with competing ways to get broadband access, and with the separation of voice service from physical infrastructure through VoIP offerings, consumers have yet another option in addition to wireless for working around conventional local telephone service.

C. New Wireline Telephone Competitors

The incumbent local telephone companies face not only competition from other modes of communication, but also from new landline telephone providers. In 1999, competitive local exchange carriers (CLECs) that entered the market as a result of the 1996 Act served only about 8 million lines—4.3% of the local exchange market. By December 2004 that figure had increased to nearly 33 million lines—18.5% of the local exchange market. Over the same period, the incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs, the former monopolies) saw their aggregate line count fall from roughly 181 million to 145 million, partly as a result of competition from CLECs. The change in ILEC market share is reflected in revenues, with ILECs falling from 94% to 85% of local telephone revenues from 1999 to 2003 as CLECs took the corresponding share. The FCC reports that about 97% of U.S. households reside in zip codes served by at least one CLEC. Even though the telecommunications market has grown significantly in recent years with the rise of the Internet, local service revenues for the ILECs have remained flat in nominal terms—and hence declined in real terms. ILECs altogether had local service revenues of about $103 billion in 1999 and about $104 billion in 2003; and their overall (including, e.g., long-distance service) revenues declined from $112 billion to
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$109 billion over that same period. Indeed, the consumer price index (CPI) for telecommunications services declined by 0.1% from 1994 to 2004, compared with CPI increase for all goods of 2.5% over that same period.

The story of competing landline carriers—"intramodal" competition—is a bit more complicated than that of intermodal (i.e., wireless and Internet) competition because of the fact that some degree of CLEC entry depends on ILEC facilities to which CLECs gain access pursuant to the UNE provisions of the 1996 Act. Competition coming solely over CLEC-owned facilities is less than that reported above: CLECs served about 26% of their customers entirely over their own facilities at the end of 2004 and depended on undbundled network elements (see supra Section I.B) to serve 58% (the remainder being resale of ILEC services). But one cannot conclude from this data that CLEC competition is weak. Facilities-based telephone competition may seem comparatively low partly because regulation has made an attractive alternative available. The FCC itself concluded that the model by which many states calculated UNE prices may well have distorted the entry path chosen by CLECs and biased them toward UNE-based, as opposed to facilities-based, competition. Indeed, facilities-based entry appears to be on the rise as UNE availability decreases in the wake of recent FCC unbundling decisions; suggesting that CLECs are economically capable of providing more facilities-based service than they have chosen to provide given the option of UNEs.

The most important thing to keep in mind, however, is that it is not up to CLECs alone, or even primarily, to impose competitive discipline on the ILECs. The 1996 Act may have seen CLECs as the main hope for local competition, but intermodal competition from wireless and Internet based telecommunications are providing even greater challenges to the former telephone monopolies. The combination of inter- and intramodal competition have greatly diminished the prospects for any exercise of market power by the ILECs.

D. Other Competing Technologies

Other technologies are on the horizon. Broadband over power lines, wireless Internet access, and satellite services are developing to different degrees and may soon make significant inroads. These technologies are not speculative; all that is in question is the extent to which they will affect
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competition in the telecommunications market and the broadband access market in particular. In 1999, there were 312,000 subscribers to broadband over fiber or powerline networks; by 2004 that figure had grown to about 698,000.\textsuperscript{100} Similarly, in 1999 there were about 50,000 satellite or terrestrial wireless broadband subscribers; by 2004 the figure had increased more than eightfold to over 420,000.\textsuperscript{101} These figures will likely increase, particularly as wireless Internet access networks (commonly called “WiFi” networks) proliferate across the country and provide alternatives to cable and telephone networks.

But even putting aside these developments and looking just at services currently available on a wide scale, the U.S. telecommunications market looks nothing like the monopoly of a decade ago. The long-distance telephone market has all but disappeared as a viable line of business, with wireless and on-line communications providing preferable substitutes for consumers. AT&T, which a decade ago had just managed to emerge from dominant-firm regulation, has sold its business units piece by piece and has now seen its brand name taken over by one of its RBOC progeny. To be sure, consumers still overwhelmingly subscribe to local telephone service because it is reliable and inexpensive. But more Americans than have a home wireline phone now also carry a wireless phone in their pockets. A large number of those consumers also have cable modem service or are reached by networks that provide it. Under such circumstances, there is little ability for local exchange carriers to act like the protected monopolies they once were.

III. Implications of the Empirical Evidence for Telecommunications Regulation

What do the data imply for telecommunications regulation? Some say that the increasingly competitive and diverse market illustrated in the previous Part eliminates the basis for any regulation at all.\textsuperscript{102} Others say, to the contrary, that the market has expanded but that the essential market power of incumbent local telephone monopolies remains unchecked.\textsuperscript{103} The facts do not solidly or unambiguously support either position. The market is certainly not perfectly
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competitive and substitution among alternative communications options, while considerable, is not complete. VoIP does not yet offer emergency service comparable to landline 911 service; wireless quality is still more variable than conventional wireline quality; and cable service can be disrupted by local power outages in a way that the circuit-switched local phone service cannot be. On the other hand, to believe that conventional local carriers possess significant market power one must provide a good reason to discount the evidence that local exchange carriers are losing traffic, customers, and revenues to competing technologies.

This Part will present a more moderate argument: that the data show a market structure that is sufficiently competitive to undermine the monopoly rationale for the current regulation of local telephone service. The time is therefore ripe—indeed, the data suggest overripe—to rethink the necessity, scope, and approach to telecommunications regulation in the United States. To make this argument it is not necessary that the telecommunications market be so competitive that it will perform according to some idealized, textbook model of perfect competition. Instead, the relevant question is whether continued, ex ante regulation will improve the functioning of the market compared to what would result under market-based competition. For the most part, the evidence shows that the answer is no. First, economic regulation of this imperfectly competitive market is likely to have significant, unintended costs for competition and for consumers. Second, no empirical evidence or general economic principles support the conclusion that the competitive imperfections will cause the market to perform so poorly for consumers that monopoly regulation is warranted or likely to improve consumer welfare.

A. Costs and Benefits of Regulation

Part I of this Article discussed how the rationale for the most important aspects of telecommunications regulation in the United States is tied to the historic monopoly structure of the industry. This Section examines the costs of that regulation and discusses why the comparative costs and benefits of regulating an industry change as the industry moves from monopoly toward competition. It argues that the benefits of regulation diminish as markets become competitive, while the costs of regulation remain and even increase as that transition occurs. Regulatory costs that might result in a net benefit in the presence of monopoly become less likely to do so as a market moves away from a single-firm structure.
Regulators have long recognized the difficulties of price regulation. A threshold problem with determining “reasonable” rates for a service is that the information necessary for the relevant calculations is in the hands of the very company being regulated. So called “moral hazard” problems thus arise because a firm can affect a regulatory agency’s determination of allowable rates by manipulating underlying accounting data. But even in cases where regulators can resolve such information asymmetries and obtain accurate cost data, rate regulation raises several perplexing problems. First, regulators must divide a firm’s costs into three categories: costs that may be passed on to consumers and on which the firm is allowed to earn a return; costs that may be passed through to consumers but on which regulators do not allow a return; and costs that the firm may not pass through at all to consumers. Typically regulators allow firms a return on investment in capital and assets used to provide service to customers. Firms may pass through, but not earn a return on, expenditures such as tax payments, wages, capital depreciation, and energy costs. Firms generally may not pass through expenditures or investment costs that regulators deem “imprudent.”

The last category of costs can be particularly contentious and involve protracted regulatory proceedings with major impacts even on a firm’s recovery of documented capital expenditures. For example, the California Public Utilities Commission disallowed over $4 billion of the roughly $5.5 billion that Pacific Gas & Electric spent on the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant because it believed that “unreasonable management was to blame for a large part of this cost overrun.” While such decisions often protect consumers from bearing costs that the monopoly could never pass through if it faced competition, they also involve a delicate balance in which hindsight risks punishing a firm for decisions that were honest, efficient, and well-reasoned when made but that later turned out badly.

Putting aside the difficulties of assessing a firm’s expenditures for purposes of determining a “rate base” on which to calculate a firm’s allowable return, regulators face the challenge of how to value that rate base. For many
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years the only approach the Supreme Court found constitutionally valid was to allow a return on the "fair value" of a utility's assets.\textsuperscript{110} The principle of the fair value measure is easy to state but difficult to implement. The idea is to allow return on those investments that have resulted in productive facilities and to disallow return on investment that has failed to produce beneficial assets for the firm. Another way to think of this is that the fair value approach asks what the current market value of the utility would be were it hypothetically to be sold. The price would be determined solely by the present value of the productive assets for which a rational buyer would pay. It is those assets on which the "fair value" approach seeks to base a return.

Unfortunately, arriving at that present-value figure is notoriously difficult—a "laborious and baffling task" in the words of the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{111} The other principal method of valuing the rate base has been to look at the firm's original financial investment and to allow a return so long as those investments were prudent at the time they were made. While the courts have approved such an method,\textsuperscript{112} the approach does not weed out bad investments with no current economic value and does not adjust the current rate of return for factors like inflation and changing replacement costs of capital that reflect the utility's current risks and financial opportunities.

The 1996 Act gave rise to yet a different model of ratemaking for the purpose of determining the prices competitors should pay for access to the incumbents' unbundled network elements ("UNEs"). In implementing the Act's prescription that rates for UNEs be based on cost, the FCC determined that costs should not be the embedded or historical costs of the network, but instead the total, forward-looking, incremental costs of providing each element (the "TELRIC" method; the acronym stands for total, element, long-run, incremental costs).\textsuperscript{113} Properly implemented, this approach requires calculating the forward-looking economic value of each part ("element") of a network, which might appear to resemble the fair-value approach with all of its attendant difficulties. The FCC, however, developed models of a hypothetical, most-efficient network to generate rates for UNEs instead of using cost data based on networks actually in place.\textsuperscript{114} State commissions followed the FCC's lead and similarly applied a hypothetical, "most-efficient technology" standard to assessment of network costs.\textsuperscript{115}

Unfortunately, reliance on models instead of actual networks did not ease the rate-making task, and the FCC ultimately found TELRIC troublesome in
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three crucial respects. First, the Commission found that "the TELRIC rules have proven to take a great deal of time and effort to implement... the drain on resources for state Commissions and interested parties can be tremendous."\textsuperscript{16} The FCC further observed that "these complicated and time-consuming proceedings may work to divert scarce resources from carriers that otherwise would use those resources to compete in local markets."\textsuperscript{17} Second, the Commission found the costly proceedings to produce inconsistent results: "for any given carrier there may be significant differences in rates from state to state, and even from proceeding to proceeding within a state. We are concerned that such variable results may not reflect genuine cost differences but instead may be the product of the complexity of the issues, the very general nature of our rules, and uncertainty about how to apply those rules."\textsuperscript{18} Finally, the FCC found that "[t]he lack of predictability in UNE rates is difficult to reconcile with our desire that UNE prices send correct economic signals."\textsuperscript{19}

As the Commission’s observation about incorrect economic signals indicates, the rate-setting function of monopoly regulation is costly not only in its administrative burdens, but in its effects on economic incentives of market actors. Consider first the effects on regulated firms. Firms subject to rate-of-return regulation (also called “cost-of-service” regulation) may have distorted incentives when it comes to deploying efficient, low-cost production technology.\textsuperscript{120} If regulated firms receive a guaranteed return calculated as a percentage above costs, their absolute profits will be higher as their costs rise. Incentive-based rate programs such as price cap regulation improve the incentive properties of traditional rate-of-return regulation by allowing firms to earn extra profits by cutting costs. But even price caps provide weaker incentives than the unregulated market. As the Supreme Court has observed, "[t]he price-cap scheme starts with rate generated by the conventional cost-of-service formula."\textsuperscript{121} Moreover, regulators typically adjust price caps downward over time to reflect industry-wide productivity increases and to share those productivity gains with consumers.\textsuperscript{122} Because the carriers’ increased efficiency in providing service contributes to such productivity gains, carriers ultimately pay some price for increasing their operating efficiency. Price cap mechanisms therefore provide less incentive to cut costs than does competition, in which failure to be efficient means not just losing some profits, but losing customers altogether to rivals.
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It is important to note that the harms to efficiency and innovation discussed above result even if regulators accurately identify the costs of the regulated firm and provide that firm with a "fair" rate of return. Additional and potentially more costly problems arise if regulators do not accurately measure costs and set rates to provide the targeted level of return. The informational and administrative difficulties of rate regulation suggest that accuracy is unlikely to be the norm, as the FCC has found to its chagrin in the case of TELRIC pricing for UNEs. Rate setting mistakes can be costly to consumers and the regulated firm alike. If regulators set rates too high, then price regulation is not protecting consumers very well yet is still incurring administrative costs and distorting incentives. Given that the underlying logic of regulation is generally premised on the natural monopoly structure of an industry and the potential cost advantages (or economic inevitability) of a single provider over competition,\textsuperscript{123} rates that regulators set too high raise the question of whether consumers might not in fact be better off with competition which, though perhaps less efficient from a cost standpoint, does a better job of disciplining pricing behavior. If, on the other hand, regulators set prices too low, then the regulated firm may have trouble attracting the financial investment necessary to maintain, develop, and deploy capital in the way that best benefits consumers in the long run.\textsuperscript{124}

Consider next the potential effects of regulated rates on potential entrants. The effects of incorrectly regulated rates become particularly acute when a market is undergoing the transition to competition, especially in industries characterized by high fixed costs of production. Long-run prices for any good or service must be high enough for firms to recover their production costs; when firms must make large, fixed investments in infrastructure to provide service, then prices must be above marginal cost if firms are to recover their initial capital outlays. No firm goes into business to lose money, although that is exactly what would happen if a high-fixed-cost industry had its prices driven down to the textbook competitive ideal of prices equal to marginal (or average variable) costs.\textsuperscript{125} Perfect competition is therefore the wrong standard for market performance in high-fixed-cost industries; some margin above incremental, variable cost is necessary.\textsuperscript{126} If regulators set prices so low that they do not provide an attractive rate of return on total costs, unregulated competitive entrants will not find the market attractive to enter. The goal of price regulation is, however, to keep prices low for consumers. If regulators choose competitive pricing standards inappropriate to the economics of the industry and, in their efforts to restrain the dominant firm's perceived market
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power force prices too close to marginal costs, regulators risk deterring the competitive entry that could obviate the need for regulation in the first place.

In a market moving toward competition, then, regulators walk a very fine line: Regulated prices that are too high can act as focal points around which market prices cluster. That is, even if the regulated firm has downward pricing flexibility, prices may be higher than in an unregulated setting if the incumbent must file tariffs that give advance notice of its intention to lower prices. There is empirical evidence that AT&T acted as a price leader in the long-distance telephony market when it was required to file tariffs as a dominant firm. The principal competitors, MCI and Sprint, knew in advance what AT&T’s prices would be and had incentive to follow just under the “umbrella” of AT&T’s prices rather than aggressively cutting prices themselves. Regulated prices that are too high thus accomplish nothing, except possibly to raise consumer prices, in a market that would otherwise be naturally moving toward competition.

Regulated prices that are too low also do harm. Entrants move into markets where they expect to earn a profit. Regulating the incumbent’s rates to a level below that which provides the return competitors need to attract investment and profitably enter the market will deter competition and impede the benefits it would provide to consumers. Regulators thus face a tall order in markets in which competition is emerging: Set rates at exactly the level that will allow an efficient firm to attract the investment necessary to compete in the marketplace. Rates above that level will make consumers worse off than the unregulated market, rates below that level will deter competition that would naturally lower prices and obviate the need for administratively costly regulation. Given the difficulties that regulators inevitably face in setting rates with such precision (recall the FCC’s remarks about TELRIC, supra) one must be skeptical about the wisdom of importing rate regulation schemes from a monopoly setting into an emerging competitive environment.

The concerns raised above apply equally to regulation of wholesale or UNE rates, and equally where regulation addresses non-price dimensions of service. Consider the case of UNEs. One might argue that regulating wholesale rates is less risky than regulating retail rates because if UNE prices are too high, new entrants simply will not buy UNEs; if UNE rates are too low, entrants will get an extra competitive boost instead of being deterred from competing. That argument is incorrect, however. If UNE rates are too high then it is hard to see what policy goals they could serve to be worth the administrative burden. A mechanism would be in place for access that rational entrants would not purchase. The problem with UNE rates that are too low is more severe. As the FCC itself has acknowledged, rates that do not fully compensate incumbents for the incremental costs of providing UNEs

undermine investment incentives and thwart the development of competing networks. Such low rates deter the incumbent from investing in its network and deter entrants from building their own networks by providing them with subsidized use of the incumbent's network. The result is less investment by incumbents and entrants alike, less innovation, and less price competition over time for consumers.

Line-of-business restrictions are another form of regulation that imposes costs on society. Whether such limits are strict, like the restrictions governing the AT&T divestiture, or whether they govern the structure and terms of entry into adjacent markets more modestly, as under the 1996 Act, they have the effect of limiting competition and hence the economic performance of the market into which regulators control entry. One study, for example, estimates that the AT&T divestiture's information-services restriction, in delaying the RBOCs from introducing innovative voice-messaging services, cost society over $1 billion per-year in consumer welfare. Others have recognized more generally that even where some government regulation is necessary because unmonitored entry into markets could allow some firms to cause consumer harm, restrictions entail a tradeoff because they also reduce competition and potential innovation.

In the case of the AT&T divestiture, one can reasonably debate the wisdom of the line-of-business restrictions. While the necessity and duration of the restrictions can be questioned, there is a good case that, at least initially, they protected the affected markets from potential anticompetitive strategies by the RBOCs. After divestiture the RBOCs still had substantial control over access to customers by virtue of their local exchange monopolies, which they could potentially have exploited to gain market power in complementary markets. On the other hand, the players in those complementary markets were strong and experienced—firms like AT&T in long distance telephony and IBM in information services. Whatever the initial case for limits on lines of business, the claim that such regulation yields net benefits weakens as the bottleneck monopoly diminishes with competition. For then society is left with the costs of reduced competition and innovation without the compensating benefit of reduced anticompetitive harm.
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The above discussion highlights only some examples of the costs of regulation in order to show that regulation cannot casually be assumed to be costless or effective.\textsuperscript{132} The discussion also allows one to see that the benefits of regulation depend in important ways on the existence of an underlying monopoly. Rates that are set too low in a monopoly do not deter competitors—competitors do not exist either because they did not arise in a previously unregulated environment or because regulators determined the industry to be a natural monopoly in which multiple firms would be inefficient. Regulated rates that are too high in a monopoly setting may still be better than what the monopolist would charge unconstrained. Monopoly thus allows regulation to be imprecise and still create consumer benefits. Under competition, even (or perhaps especially) emerging competition, regulators have no such margin for error. The errors and administrative costs that may still be compatible with net social gains under regulated monopoly become less so as competition develops. Rather than restraining the even greater harms of monopoly, the regulations impede the even greater benefits of competition. Regulators must therefore be extremely wary of "the rather dangerous combination of competition and regulation"\textsuperscript{133} that comes from allowing regulatory programs designed for monopoly to carry over into a market making the transition to competition.

B. Oligopoly and Imperfect Competition in Telecommunications

To say that the telecommunications market has transformed from its former monopoly structure is not to say that the industry will behave in a "perfectly competitive" fashion or that the rival communications offerings are perfect substitutes for conventional telephone service. Competition need not be perfect for deregulation to be socially beneficial. As will be discussed in this Section, in some cases even concentrated markets ("oligopolies") may perform well and, more to the point, may perform better unregulated than regulated. This Section will discuss three reasons why telecommunications markets in particular may warrant deregulation even as competition is developing and is still at oligopoly levels. It will then examine the research on the behavior of firms in concentrated markets to see what economic theory and empirical evidence show about the performance of oligopolies under conditions that exist in network industries like telecommunications. The analysis reveals that, although oligopolies will rarely perform like textbook competitive markets, they can perform significantly better for consumers than monopolies and can be harmfully distorted by regulation designed for a monopoly setting.

\textsuperscript{132} For example, another category of regulatory costs may arise from manipulation of the regulatory process itself to benefit powerful constituencies. See, e.g., Sam Peltzman et al., \textit{The Economic Theory of Regulation after a Decade of Deregulation}, 1989 \textit{Brookings Papers in Econ. Activity: Microeconomics} 1 (1989).
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The first reason why the addition of even one or two competitors can change the dynamics of telecommunications markets to the benefit of consumers has to do with the cost structure of the industry. Telecommunications networks have very high, fixed costs, often specific to particular services and locations. The result is that competitive facilities are very unlikely to exit the market—once in place they will remain to be used in competition with the incumbent carriers. If one operator fails, the assets will be available for another to purchase and deploy, as the exiting firm will not simply tear up cable, leave spectrum rights unexercised, or throw away switches. As a result, while it may be possible for an incumbent firm to drive a new operator from the market, it is much more difficult for the incumbent to drive competitive assets from the market. Competition is thus likely to be much more durable in a network industry with sunk costs.

Second, even imperfect substitutes in a differentiated-product market like telecommunications can be very powerful drivers of competitive behavior where fixed costs are high compared to the variable costs of service. When a telephone carrier loses a customer, it loses revenue but does not save much cost from not serving that customer. The result is that a lost customer is particularly harmful to a network operator because the operator loses not just the profit it would earn from the customer, but that customer's contribution to fixed costs the operator must continue to bear. The lack of a downward adjustment in cost to offset revenue loss is particularly acute in telecommunications because the fixed costs of building and maintaining a network are very high while the marginal costs of serving any customer are very low. The consequence is that one network’s products (say wireless) need not be viewed as substitutes by the majority of another network’s (say an ILEC’s) customers for the latter to feel acute competitive pressure to retain customers.

Third, one cannot simply assume that because a market is concentrated it will perform badly. As Professor Alfred Kahn has noted, “concentrated or oligopolistic markets . . . could show widely diverging kinds of performance.”

It is true that competition among only two or three competing firms generally does not completely eliminate market power or provide an optimal menu of consumer choices. The telecommunications market today is not wholly risk-free for consumers. Firms in concentrated markets may have

---

134 This argument does not imply that network markets with high fixed costs will become highly competitive (in the sense of price being close to marginal cost) as soon as there is some competitive entry. In high-fixed-cost markets the textbook competitive equilibrium is unlikely to be sustainable because firms would lose money by failing to recover fixed costs. Long-run prices will thus likely reflect average total costs, not the textbook ideal of marginal costs. The argument above does imply, however, that even limited competition will reduce the ability of the incumbent firm to exercise market power to achieve abnormally high profit margins above average total costs.

some degree of power over price, quality, and output. But claims that a concentrated telecommunications market is one in which consumers are likely to be made worse off if regulation is reduced, or are likely to suffer harm that regulation can remedy, should be met with skepticism. There are circumstances and dimensions in which concentrated markets perform badly and those in which they perform well. But, as will be discussed below, both economic theory and empirical evidence suggest that, on dimensions of both pricing and innovation, today's telecommunications firms perform more like competitors than like monopolists whose market power requires ex ante restraint. The analysis further shows that regulation is unlikely to improve on, and may impede, the benefits of that competition.

1. Basic Oligopoly Models

"Oligopolies" are markets that contain a small number of firms. Such concentrated markets are usually "imperfectly" competitive: Oligopoly prices are generally higher than prices that result from perfect competition but lower than prices that result under monopoly. Firms in oligopolies thus often earn profits higher than necessary to keep competitive firms in the industry and are not constrained, as firms facing perfect competition are, to accept passively the prices dictated to them by the marketplace. The key feature of oligopolies, and the one that generates higher profits, is that there are few enough firms that each firm makes price and output decisions knowing its individual decisions will affect the market and cause responses by other firms. Anticipation of those competitive responses may cause a firm to rethink what at first looks like a profit-enhancing move.

Consider a simple example in which two firms compete ("duopoly") to sell pizzas and each charges $10 per pizza. Suppose one firm determines it could attract customers from its rival by cutting price to $8. That firm can often anticipate that its rival will respond with a matching price cut. At the end of the day, both firms will again share the market, but at $8 of revenue per pizza instead of $10. Perhaps the lower price will induce people to increase their consumption of pizzas enough to raise overall profits for each firm even at the lower price. But absent such a scenario, the prospective price cutter will realize that its rival's reaction will quickly eliminate the short-run gains and lead to longer-run reduction in profits for both firms. The resulting equilibrium can be one in which firms share profits rather than compete to erode them.

The greater the number of competitors in the market, the less likely the strategic interactions described above. It is harder for large numbers of firms to

---

136 The basic model of oligopoly can be found in price theory or industrial organization textbooks. See generally DENNIS W. CARLTON & JEFFREY M. PERLOFF, MODERN INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION 157-99 (4th ed. 2005); JEAN TIROLE, THE THEORY OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION 204-419 (2003).
keep track of each other's activities; it is less likely that any individual firm's actions could fundamentally change the market and more likely that some firm at any given time will be cutting price. Under such vigorous competition, firms cut prices because if they do not, rivals will, and the firm will lose its market share; in the simple oligopoly story firms don't cut prices because, if they do, rivals will and all firms will earn lower profits.

Oligopoly is not, however, a sufficient condition for regulation. This point is generally recognized in antitrust law, in which concentrated markets raise only a presumption of poor performance, a presumption that analysis of specific circumstances often rebuts even at very high levels of market concentration (e.g., three firms). The reasons for often finding market concentration harmless in antitrust apply at least as strongly in the context of industry-specific policy like telecommunications regulation. First, oligopoly does not always lead to poor levels of price and output for consumers. Second, regulated oligopoly may be worse for consumers than unregulated oligopoly. To see how different the results under oligopoly can be depending on various assumptions, consider the contrast between the best-known basic models of concentrated markets, the "Cournot model" and the "Bertrand model," each named for the 19th century economist who developed it.

In the Cournot model, each firm in the market independently calculates its own profit-maximizing output level, knowing that its choice will combine with the output levels of its rivals to determine the market price and what each firm's profits will be. The market reaches equilibrium when, given every other firm's output choice, no firm would find it profitable either to raise or lower its own output level. The equilibrium price in the Cournot model turns out to be lower than the monopoly price, but higher than the marginal-cost prices that would exist in a perfectly competitive market. The price that results from Cournot competition moves closer to marginal costs as the number of firms in the market increases.

---


139 See AUGUSTIN A. COURNOT, RESEARCHES INTO THE MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPLES OF THE THEORY OF WEALTH (Nathaniel T. Bacon trans., 1927) (1838). In the Cournot oligopoly model, firms act independently to maximize their individual profits by strategically choosing production levels, but each firm is aware that its individual profits also depend on its competitors' choices. Each firm in the market makes a conjecture (called a "Cournot conjecture") about the other firms' likely production levels, and from that conjecture determines how much residual market demand will be left for the individual firm to capture.

140 In modern terminology, the Cournot equilibrium is a type of Nash equilibrium. See generally CARLTON & PERLOFF, supra note 136, at 162.

141 See id. at 165; see also id. at 166, Table 6.2.
In the Bertrand model of oligopoly, firms act independently to maximize individual profit by strategically choosing their prices (rather than output levels, as in the Cournot model) but are aware their individual profits will depend also on the prices their rivals' will choose to set. Because the low-price firm captures the entire market share, Bertrand firms drop their prices as low as possible in anticipation of their rivals' price cuts. As a result, in equilibrium, Bertrand firms make zero economic profits (i.e., profits that cover costs plus the money a firm could have earned by pursuing the next best alternative business opportunity) — the minimum profit level at which a firm might be willing to stay in business. This is called the Bertrand paradox — two firms are enough for perfect competition.

The basic Bertrand and Cournot models incorporate a number of unrealistic assumptions about consumer demand, firm costs, product substitutability, and competitive entry. But a comparison of those models is useful because it shows how differently oligopolies might perform depending on underlying assumptions, notably on whether firms compete based on price or output levels. More sophisticated models of oligopoly behavior build in more realistic assumptions about industry structure, firm costs and consumer demand, but still reveal a range of outcomes from oligopoly and show oligopoly to be better than monopoly, even if not near the efficiency of perfect competition.

2. Empirical and Experimental Studies of Oligopoly

Generally, empirical evidence reflects the theoretical predictions that oligopoly performance will vary depending on underlying conditions. One study that examines price-cost margins in a range of U.S. manufacturing industries from 1958 to 1981 finds that outcomes in concentrated industries resemble Cournot outcomes, meaning performance is neither as poor as that of monopoly but not as good as perfect competition. A more comprehensive survey of empirical research on concentrated markets finds similar results and
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demonstrates that performance can vary depending on underlying industry and consumer factors.¹⁴⁸

Economic experiments also offer compelling evidence about oligopoly behavior.¹⁴⁹ Recent experimental studies find that under a wide variety of conditions oligopolistic competition yields prices and outputs that are better than monopoly but not as good as perfect competition, and that the performance of the market increases with the number of firms.¹⁵⁰ Importantly, these studies consistently show that as the number of firms in the market increases beyond two, market performance improves substantially for consumers.¹⁵¹

The experimental and empirical evidence provides some explanation for the data showing that, despite a presumption in the Horizontal Merger Guidelines that markets with five equal sized players are unhealthily concentrated, the DOJ and FTC in fact generally allow mergers that reduce the number of firms in a market from five to four and often from four to three.¹⁵² The evidence that competition becomes notably more vigorous when there is even just a third firm in the market may explain why merger authorities often find concentration to three or four firms not to harm consumer welfare. The fact that merger authorities so find, backed up by the empirical and theoretical evidence that oligopoly markets may vary widely in their competitive performance, supports the general point that oligopoly cannot be presumed to be so anticompetitive as to warrant regulation.

3. Applications of Oligopoly Research to Telecommunications

The telecommunications industry has several specific features that affect oligopoly performance. Most importantly, telecommunications networks involve large, fixed costs and low marginal costs of adding new subscribers. These features have several implications. First, long-run prices in the market will be above marginal cost even under vigorous competition, because the textbook result of marginal-cost pricing under perfect competition would fail to compensate firms for their costs of building their networks. Thus, the presence

¹⁴⁹ For an explanation of experimental economics by the economist who received the Nobel prize for its development, see Vernon Smith, Experimental Methods in Economics, http://www.ices-gmu.org/Article.php/370.html (last visited Nov. 5, 2006).
¹⁵¹ Id.; see also Steffen Huck et al., Two Are Few and Four Are Many: Number Effects in Experimental Oligopolies, 53 J. Econ. Behav. & Org. 435, 435-36 (2004).
¹⁵² Kwoka, supra note 138.
of price-cost margins is not the indicator of market power in telecommunications that it might be in industries with different cost structures. Second, as mentioned, firms with high fixed costs and low marginal costs suffer greater economic harm from losing a customer than do other kinds of firms, because they cannot reduce their costs in proportion to their loss of revenue. Finally, telecommunications providers must make substantial capacity commitments in advance of selling service, which affects the firms’ decisions about price and output. Under these circumstances, neither the basic Cournot nor Bertrand approach captures how telecommunications firms are likely to behave, although more sophisticated models provide some insight.

For example, professors David Kreps and Jose Scheinkman brought together elements from both the Cournot and Bertrand models to study a more realistic model of firm behavior. Kreps and Scheinkman consider two firms that interact with each other over two stages. In the first stage, each firm makes a binding choice about its future production capacity; essentially a Cournot style output decision. In the second stage, each firm chooses price given its existing production capacity and makes Bertrand conjectures about how its rival will respond. The predicted results from the Kreps-Scheinkman model are the same as the basic Cournot model, with the equilibrium price above marginal cost but below the monopoly price. This approach addresses the less intuitive Cournot assumption that firms compete in quantity rather than price but also addresses the less believable Bertrand outcome that firms in a concentrated industry make zero economic profit. Instead of being two different models about firms’ conjectures and behavior, the Cournot and Bertrand approaches represent two different stages of a duopolist’s competitive decision-making.

The Kreps-Scheinkman model has particular relevance to network industries like telecommunications. Decisions about network scope and capacity must to some degree precede the provision of service. When telecommunications companies dig up streets to lay bundles of cable, they make long-run decisions about how much capacity their networks are likely to need. When wireless companies bid for spectrum in the FCC’s periodic auctions, they are effectively buying blocks of capacity. Neither the underground (or undersea) cable capacity nor the amount of radio spectrum a firm has can be easily changed in the short-run. Competition will at least for a period of time be affected by a capacity decision. If the capacity constraint proves binding, following a period of decline prices will rise until more capacity can be added, after which prices will again fall; a phenomenon known as “Edgeworth cycling” after the economist who first analyzed it. If capacity

154 TIROLE, supra note 136, at 216.
155 CARLTON & PERLOFF, supra note 136, at 170-72.
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constraints are not binding and existing production capability can serve all market demand, then the upward part of the Edgeworth cycle may not occur.

Indeed, prices may collapse to marginal cost if capacity is sufficiently great as the telecommunications sector learned in the late 1990s. Firms in the 1990s made decisions about how much capacity to put into networks, particularly fiber optic networks designed to carry an expected increase in global voice and data traffic. Firms predicted, as the Kreps-Sheinkman approach might suggest, that their capacity would be used to a sufficient level to support profitable pricing among the handful of market competitors. But then two things happened: global traffic did not rise to predicted levels, and digital compression technology allowed a dramatic increase in the amount of data that a given amount of cable could carry. The result was enormous overcapacity and a price war among networks to sell idle capacity to telecommunications customers. Prices tumbled dramatically and in many places have continued to do so.156 This example highlights how, in an oligopoly setting, the cost structure of an industry and the way it must invest in productive capacity can greatly affect the performance of a concentrated market.

Empirical studies of telecommunications oligopolies have been limited by the history of monopoly in the industry and by the fact that, even in the absence of monopoly, regulation has often constrained market structure and firms' behavior. That being said, the empirical evidence in telecommunications since the AT&T divestiture still offers useful insights into oligopoly performance in the industry.

Professor Paul MacAvoy examined the competitiveness of post-divestiture long-distance telephony by calculating the price-cost margins of AT&T, MCI, and Sprint.157 Consistent with the theoretical and experimental predictions that a slight increase in the number of firms will increase competition, MacAvoy found that long-distance prices between 1987 and 1994 decreased by 50% as the market expanded from one to three suppliers.158 But although prices fell, MacAvoy found that price-cost margins nonetheless persisted for some time.159 Professor David Newbery found that consumers in


158 MACAVOY, supra note 2, at 77.

159 MacAvoy, supra note 127, at 299.
the U.K. experienced a similar drop in long-distance prices in the ten years after regulators opened the market.  

Studies of the wireless communications market tell a similar story. The FCC authorized cellular telephony in late 1983 by granting spectrum licenses to two firms in any geographic region. A study by Phillip Parker and Lars-Henrik Roller found that the duopoly policy led to prices above marginal cost but that the duopoly pricing was much better than monopoly. Empirical data show that as wireless telephony became more competitive with entry by new firms in the 1990s, prices fell and output expanded dramatically even while the market remained an oligopoly.

Both the long-distance and wireless studies show telecommunications oligopolies to have performed much better than the monopolies for which regulation arose. While the industry did not perform like a textbook competitive market, the important question is not how oligopoly compares to perfect markets, but whether regulation improves oligopoly performance. On this point, even while MacAvoy is critical of the excess profits he finds to have persisted for some time under the long-distance oligopoly, he argues that the regulatory scheme itself, under which the FCC required the three main competitors to file tariffs, effectively facilitated collusive behavior among the firms. Other studies of long-distance pricing support MacAvoy’s argument that deregulation was more beneficial than continued regulation in that market. In the case of the wireless industry, Parker and Roller similarly found that price regulation actually tended to increase prices charged by wireless providers. A study of the British telecommunications industry also concluded that regulatory oversight had harmful effects on emerging competition and on market performance.

The comparative performance benefits of oligopoly over monopoly for technological innovation also has empirical support. It is well established in the economic and competition policy literature that the link between market structure and innovation is much less predictable or systematic than the link
between market structure and prices. But there is reasonably good evidence that neither monopoly nor perfect competition is particularly beneficial for investment in research and development or deployment of new technology. Concentrated markets that lie between those polar cases provide a potentially valuable balance between competitive pressure to innovate and pressure to invest in R&D, and there is evidence that concentrated markets at least outperform monopoly when it comes to innovation. In the particular case of telecommunications, new technology has been deployed much faster when there are two or three firms in the market than under monopoly. Such new technologies are likely to have two effects: first, to provide better telecommunications services to consumers; and second, to feed the competitive forces that restrain prices as new products provide substitute consumer goods that erode the market power of incumbents.

The performance of concentrated markets thus has multiple dimensions and depends on several conditions, and telecommunications services possess characteristics which suggest that even modest rivalry can yield results that are quite competitive. A high ratio of fixed to marginal costs makes even partial substitutes potent motivators of competitive behavior. The fact that telecommunications networks are high capacity and have low marginal costs of adding consumers raise the probability that providers will compete through prices rather than restrain supply in an effort to keep prices high. The key point, however, is that regulation in such a setting is unlikely to improve pricing and may well interfere with competition. Advance tariff filing, for example, may help to stabilize high prices by removing the threat of surprise price cuts that benefit consumers and keep downward pressure on prices. Asymmetrically applied service standards and requirements may have similar effects. Moreover, especially in a market in which technology is advancing and investment in new technology is important, any regulation that got prices wrong by trying to push margins to the "perfectly" competitive level would risk deterring investment and competitive entry. In the light of increasing competition in telecommunications, the potential benefits of such regulation are in turn quite low.

169 Id.
C. Precedent and History Support a Deregulatory Shift

History supports shifting sooner rather than later to a less rule-based telecommunications policy. First, there is precedent for deregulating markets whose structure is similar to that currently found in “local” telecommunications. Second, there is evidence that past delays in deregulation in a variety of industries have been costly to American consumers. This Section will discuss the relevant precedent and historical evidence.

The FCC and Congress have on several occasions made decisions about whether to impose or maintain regulation in concentrated markets. On three important occasions the Commission or Congress decided to forebear from regulating in circumstances generally less competitive than the local telecommunications market is today. These three occasions involved the provision for removal of cable price regulation in 1992, the deregulation of wireless communications in the mid 1990s, and the removal of dominant-firm regulation from AT&T in 1995.

In the case of cable television, Congress passed the Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of 1992 (1992 Cable Act) in response to public outcry about the rise in cable rates over the preceding years. The 1992 Cable Act granted local franchising bodies, in conjunction with the FCC, authority to regulate cable rates as long as the cable system at issue was not subject to “effective competition.”172 Of interest for current purposes is that the Act went on to define competition as “effective” if: (i) fewer than 30% of households in the franchise area subscribe to a cable system’s cable service; or (ii) the franchise area is served by at least two unaffiliated subscription video providers each of which offers service to at least 50% of households in the area, and the smaller of the two providers has at least a 15% market share.173 If applied to today’s telecommunications market those standards would result in deregulation of most local service areas. Indeed, if one counts wireless telephony alone as being in the relevant market with conventional wireline local exchange service, all of local telecommunications would easily qualify facing “effective competition” under Congress’ 1992 standard for cable. In fact, however, the telecommunications market is quickly becoming far more competitive than subscription video after factoring in the multiple wireless, landline, and cable-based solutions.

Wireless communications provide the second relevant precedent for a deregulatory move in conventional, wireline telecommunications. In 1984, the FCC defined geographic markets for cellular telephony and licensed two carriers in each market. Although the FCC did not impose regulation on these cellular duopolies, some state regulators did regulate cellular prices. In 1993, when Congress authorized the auction of radio spectrum that would enable “Personal Communications Service” (PCS) operators to enter the market in competition with incumbent cellular carriers, it simultaneously greatly reduced the ability of states to regulate the rates or operations of wireless carriers.\footnote{174} At the time Congress preempted such wireless regulation, the market was still a duopoly of the original cellular licensees. It is moreover important that the newly entering PCS carriers not only had to incur the fixed costs of building their own networks to compete with the already-established cellular carriers and overcome a sizable marketing and brand-recognition deficit, but also had to pay sizable sums for spectrum that the cellular licensees had received for free.

Congress nonetheless opted for deregulation in the wireless marketplace. In the wake of that decision the new entrants not only built their own networks, but deployed state-of-the-art technology with which the incumbents eventually had to catch up. As already mentioned, the real consumer price of wireless subscription dropped \(34\%\) from 1997 to 2002.\footnote{175} If one considers only wireline providers, the local telecommunications market is less consistent in its structure than the wireless market. But even at its most concentrated the local market is fast approaching and surpassing the duopoly structure in place when Congress deregulated wireless.\footnote{176}

The final example of precedent for deregulation in the face of emerging competition is long-distance telephone service. Even after divestiture, AT&T faced regulation that did not apply to its emerging competitors. The FCC classified AT&T’s competitors as “non-dominant” carriers that had to file tariffs but whose rates were presumptively valid and could take effect within a day of filing. AT&T, on the other hand, was classified as dominant and had to file tariffs as much as 90 days in advance of the rate’s effective date. The FCC in 1995 finally reclassified AT&T as non-dominant, at which time AT&T still had over \(50\%\) market share of the long-distance market.\footnote{177} The market was at that point essentially deregulated, despite having only three major players, one of whom was substantially larger than the others.

Not only is there precedent from within U.S. telecommunications for deregulating local telecommunications as competition evolves, but there is foreign precedent as well. Telecommunications in the European Union (EU) is

\begin{footnotes}
\item[175] Tenth CMRS Report, \emph{supra} note 1, at ¶ 157.
\item[176] \textit{See} Sections II.B and II.C, \emph{supra}.
\item[177] Motion of AT&T to be Reclassified as a Non-Dominant Carrier, 11 F.C.C.R. 3271 (1995).
\end{footnotes}
both a national and EU-wide matter. Individual member states set their own policies, but they do so pursuant to a “Framework Directive” of the European Parliament. The Framework Directive expressly recognizes that ex ante rules to safeguard against monopoly need to adapt to changing market conditions. Indeed, the Framework Directive allows such ex ante regulation of telecommunications carriers only where there is a firm with “significant market power” and where general competition law would be ineffective. France recently put the Framework Directive into practice in deregulating the retail rates of France Telecom, the country’s incumbent telecommunications carrier. The French telecommunications authority, ARCEP, stated that changing market conditions as well as the access rules put in place pursuant to the Framework Directive had led to the development of significant broadband competition. ARCEP found the pressure from broadband competition and resale sufficient to warrant phased deregulation of France Telecom’s retail business. Significantly, ARCEP ordered such deregulation on the strength of evidence of competitive growth, not on the existence of already-mature and substantial competition. ARCEP relied partly on the rapid growth of voice-over-Internet competition in the year preceding the decision, even while noting that such competition only encompassed 7% of telephone traffic in the relevant market. The French regulatory authority similarly recognized drawbacks and limits to wholesale competition, but nonetheless found it sufficiently strong to support retail deregulation in the evolving French telecommunications market.

In addition to the above examples from the telecommunications sector, there is empirical evidence from a number of other industries in the United States showing benefits from deregulation and, moreover, suggesting that delays in deregulating are costly to competition and consumers. In a survey of the results of deregulation in the transportation, communications, financial services, and energy sectors, Clifford Winston found that deregulation produced substantial consumer benefits. Winston’s objective was to examine
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180 Id. ¶ 25. The Framework Directive elsewhere defines “significant market power” as “the power to behave to an appreciable extent independently of competitors, customers, and ultimately consumers.” Id. at art. 14, ¶ 2.
182 Id. at 8.
183 Id.
184 Id.
185 Id. at 9.
whether economists' predictions about the effects of deregulation were matched by actual effects. He found that economists did a good job of predicting the effect of deregulation on prices but that economists systematically underestimated the non-price benefits of deregulation such as service quality and innovation. Despite some variation in the deregulatory benefits across the sectors he studies, Winston concludes that the evidence strongly supports realization of the predicted benefits of deregulation in industries in transition to competition.

A recent study by Professors Charles Fine and John de Figueiredo examines deregulation of railroads, natural gas, banking, and airlines (as well as mobile telephony). The authors find the evidence across industries to show that once competition develops in a regulated industry, deregulation that is too slow and incremental only harms consumers and distorts economic incentives.

Each industry in Fine and de Figueiredo's study experienced some disruption that made the old monopoly regulation problematic and made competition viable. The authors examine the costs of continued regulation as new competition emerged and the competitive consequences of the form and speed of deregulation that regulators chose in each case. The lesson the study draws is that history counsels rapid and substantial deregulation of the U.S. telecommunications industry. The railroad freight, natural gas, banking, and airline industries all experienced successful periods of regulation under various rationales of fair pricing and universal access, natural monopoly, and consumer safety. Following that period of successful regulation, each of those industries confronted a significant change that regulators had not unforeseen and that existing regulation could not take into account. In the 1950s, railroads faced new competition from trucking and the newly developed highway system. In the 1970s, the natural gas industry faced huge demand shocks in response to OPEC's 1973 oil embargo. Unusually high inflation in the 1970s saw traditional banks losing customers to the new Money Market Mutual Funds.
High fuel prices as well as new competition from charter airlines and jet service disrupted the airline industry in the 1970s.\textsuperscript{197}

Regulators responded to these disruptions in a variety of ways. In the railroad industry, the Interstate Commerce Commission did not effectively respond to the changing conditions for 25 years. During that time, the rail infrastructure deteriorated, the trucking industry enjoyed higher freight profits because railroads were constrained, and a large number of railroads went bankrupt.\textsuperscript{198} In the natural gas industry, incremental and incomplete deregulation over twenty years saw the persistent under-development of pipelines and reserves, whereas full economic deregulation brought in efficiency-enhancing restructuring of the distribution system and price competition and stabilization.\textsuperscript{199} The piecemeal deregulation of the banking industry in the 1970s and 1980s created perverse incentives for savings and loan managers to lend with insufficient reserves while shifting risk to taxpayers, resulting in a crisis estimated to cost the government $160-$500 billion in saving and loan bail-outs.\textsuperscript{200} Only in the 1990s did more systematic and effective banking deregulation occur.\textsuperscript{201}

The three case studies just described illustrate the costs of slow and piecemeal deregulation of an industry in the wake of disruptions and the eventual cure, albeit late, of more complete economic deregulation. The authors’ other two case studies illustrate the benefits from quick and substantial deregulation. In the airline industry, the disruptions caused by high fuel prices and new, competitive services were answered with sweeping economic deregulation in the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978.\textsuperscript{202} As a result, the airline industry dramatically and efficiently restructured itself, fares decreased while more people traveled, under-served markets saw increased service, and discount services like Southwest Airlines provided new options for consumers.\textsuperscript{203} The study estimates the benefit from airline deregulation to be $15-$18 billion annually.

Fine and de Figueiredo find the mobile telephony market to offer an even more dramatic illustration of the benefits of swift deregulation. In the early 1990s, innovations in mobile telephony induced deregulation of wireless telephony through the auctioning of “Personal Communications” spectrum, Congress and the FCC removed restriction on the number of carriers per market and phased out cellular price regulation.\textsuperscript{204} As a result of this deregulation, wireless rates have decreased substantially while use of wireless services has
increased, and consumers have benefited from technological innovations driven by the competitive process.\textsuperscript{205}

The foregoing case studies support the general conclusion that slow, piecemeal deregulation in an industry facing new competitive pressures comes only at a cost to consumers, industry, and government. In contrast, decisive deregulation in response to new competitive pressures results in social gains from innovation, investment, and efficiency while consumers also gain from the competitive effect on prices.\textsuperscript{206} The lessons from the railroad, natural gas, banking, airlines, and wireless deregulation are to deregulate quickly and substantially when such competitive forces arise. This reasoning applies today to the U.S. telecommunications industry. The competitive pressures from wireless and cable broadband networks indicate that the past monopoly regulation of wireline telephony is no longer an appropriate paradigm.\textsuperscript{207} The next question to be addressed is what should replace that paradigm.

D. A New Regulatory Approach: Emphasis on Targeted, Ex Post Enforcement

A recommendation against substantial ex ante regulation does not mean that the U.S. telecommunications market should be without oversight or some basic “rules-of-the-road.” The analysis of this Article does not, for example, necessarily imply an end to narrow rules targeted at specific, non-economic objectives like public safety (e.g. the new 911 regulations for VoIP providers) or accessibility, which might still make sense in a competitive environment. Nor does it lead to the conclusion that Congress or the FCC should eliminate competitively neutral rules that obligate competing networks to exchange traffic. This is not to say that interconnection should forever be mandatory, just that one cannot resolve the question based on the same competitive analysis that I argue to resolve the question of unbundling and retail market power. Competitors taking small market shares or offering imperfect substitutes may well discipline the price and output decisions of an incumbent firm. But interconnection may be the very thing that allows those competitors to exist in a network industry and incumbents may have little incentive to provide interconnection under conditions of asymmetric market share. Before interconnection can be declared as better left to the market than to regulatory mandate, the competitive conditions under which the market will sufficiently provide it need to be carefully identified. It may well be that an ILEC has incentive to interconnect with the wireless carriers who now serve more lines than the ILECs themselves. But whether the ILECs would interconnect
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voluntarily with CLECs, or whether large wireless carriers would voluntarily interconnect with small, regional carriers is less certain, and such interconnection may be critical to competition and market performance. Ultimately, interconnection is a point for further study and debate, which are already well under way.  

Most importantly, nothing in this Article’s competitive analysis counsels against enjoining specific instances of conduct that proves to be harmful to competition and consumers. In fact, it is exactly such post-conduct enforcement responses that are appropriate in the current environment of the telecommunications market. It is hard for regulators or Congress to know in advance what strategies will lead to the most competitive environment or be most responsive to consumer desires. Rules designed to restrain or govern firm behavior on a prospective basis may distort competition with little expected payoff. But responding to behavior that proves anticompetitive as it arises allows authorities to prevent (and deter) harmful activity without impeding or deterring beneficial competition.

It bears mentioning at this point that just as ex ante regulations against monopoly power must evolve in the face of competition, the prospects for effective ex post enforcement against anticompetitive conduct will diminish if the relevant market reverts to a non-competitive structure. For that reason merger enforcement must play an important role in telecommunications policy. An analysis of telecommunications mergers is beyond the scope of this Article. For current purposes I simply note that preserving the independence of rival telecommunications platforms is essential future market performance and thus constitutes an important part of telecommunications policy going forward. The FCC and the antitrust agencies will have to remain vigilant about consolidation both within platforms (e.g., one wireless carrier merging with another) and across platforms (e.g., a telephone carrier with a cable operator). The kind of enforcement shown by the antitrust agencies and the FCC in such cases as the proposed Echostar/DirecTV merger and proposed Worldcom/Sprint
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208 One challenge for interconnection regulation is establishing a default price for interconnection. In the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Congress essentially established a marginal cost pricing rule for interconnection. 47 U.S.C. § 252(d)(2)(A)(ii) (2000) (referring to “additional” costs as the standard). As the additional or marginal costs of originating or terminating a call are very low—very close to zero—one promising solution to the interconnection pricing problem is “bill and keep,” in which no carrier pays another for interconnection but instead recovers interconnection costs from its own customers. See, e.g., Patrick DeGraba, Central Office Bill and Keep as a Unified Inter-Carrier Compensation Regime, 19 YALE J. ON REG. 37 (2002). The feasibility of such zero-price solutions suggest that the difficulties of interconnection pricing are manageable and should not be assumed to offset the potential benefits of eliminating mandatory interconnection.


merger will be essential to preserving the competition that has generated the empirical results discussed above in Part II.

1. Ex Post Competition Enforcement

The ex post enforcement regime this Article recommends is analogous to rule-of-reason scrutiny under the U.S. antitrust laws. Before the courts hold a firm liable for conduct that could be anticompetitive—exclusive dealing, for example—plaintiffs must prove actual anticompetitive effects that outweigh pro-competitive benefits of the conduct. There is a reluctance to bar most conduct in advance because many economic actions (excepting per se antitrust violations like price fixing) may have either beneficial or harmful effects on consumers, depending on specific circumstances. The emerging, competitive market for U.S. telecommunications warrants the same ex post, case-by-case perspective.

In recommending an antitrust-style approach I do not mean to imply that current antitrust law should necessarily establish the limits of competition policy that either antitrust agencies or sector-specific regulators apply in enforcing against anticompetitive behavior. To be sure, antitrust in its current state constitutes the essential backdrop for competition enforcement. Diligent enforcement, against both anticompetitive conduct and harmful mergers, will be important to preserve the competition among telecommunications platforms demonstrated in Part II. But in the anticompetitive practices context, there are limits to antitrust that might render the scope of prohibited behavior in a particular market too narrow to protect competition and consumer welfare. For example, the absence of any duty to deal or of a meaningful essential-facilities doctrine in U.S. antitrust law (see the Trinko case) might hinder effective competitive enforcement in an industry in transition from regulation to unregulated competition. There may thus be good reason to give the FCC authority, where necessary to promote consumer welfare, to mandate interconnection or interoperability among networks. The question of the substance of competition policy for telecommunications is, like the more specific case of interconnection, a separate debate. But whatever the substantive boundaries turn out to be, the argument here is that competition
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policy should be enforced through ex post intervention rather than ex ante regulation.

A reconsideration of the scope of ex post competition policy is particularly important for a number of specific, contemporary issues in telecommunications policy. A prime example is the question of "network neutrality" currently under active debate in the United States Congress. At issue is whether Congress should require owners of physical networks—telephone companies, cable operators, and wireless carriers—to treat in a non-discriminatory manner all content and service providers that interact with consumers over their networks. Under such a regulation, a cable carrier could not, for example, offer higher speed connections (or particular terms for such connections) to some voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) providers but not to others. The idea behind the proposed regulation is to prevent network owners from engaging in vertical discrimination that could make the Internet less accessible to content and service providers who do not own their own physical infrastructure so as to preserve the vibrant innovation in content, services, and applications that open access to the Internet has sparked.

Vertical non-discrimination rules like net neutrality are not costless. They may entail costs for consumers, for producers, and for the regulatory process. Given the costs of net neutrality, the proposed rule's intended benefits need to be considered in light of the transforming market structure of U.S. telecommunications. As the market becomes more competitive, the economic rationale for net neutrality rules diminishes. As physical networks compete to attract subscribers, they will have strong incentives to provide consumers with the broadest and most attractive access to the Internet's myriad offerings. Any network that offered consumers too constrained a set of choices for critical content and applications would lose customers to networks without such policies. As such, competition drives networks away from anticompetitive, anti-consumer vertical discrimination. But competition would allow discriminatory deals where they are in the interests of consumers and new producers that consumers would like to see in the marketplace. Competition is therefore preferable to regulation for determining the appropriate degree of net neutrality. The question, then, is whether the degree of competition that exists and that is likely to further develop in the reasonably foreseeable future is sufficient to offset anti-consumer vertical conduct by network owners.

216 For a recent scholarly work critical of network neutrality but explaining the history of the debate, see Christopher Yoo, Beyond Network Neutrality, 19 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 1 (2005)
Returning to the data and the discussion of oligopoly above, there is significant rivalry in the broadband market although not enough to guarantee that market power will never be exercised. The key point, however, is that the competition that exists is likely to provide performance for consumers that is much better than monopoly; sufficiently so that the costs of net neutrality will not predictably be offset by the benefits of such ex ante non-discrimination rules. The current state of the market is unlikely to yield performance so good that one can dispense with any and all need to worry about vertical discrimination by networks. Indeed, returning to the example of retail rate deregulation in France, ARCEP expressed concern about discriminatory conduct as the relevant market was evolving, and maintained its anti-discrimination mandate for France Telecom even while deregulating rates. But ARCEP also recognized that antidiscrimination rules could not be presumed necessary, and pledged to reexamine its decision regularly.

Similarly, the mere possibility of vertical discrimination does not automatically imply the need for ex ante network neutrality rules. In the absence of evidence that harmful economic discrimination is occurring and without a clearer understanding of the implications of placing all internet access charges on end-user consumers, the better policy may be to enforce ex post against specific conduct that is discriminatory and that is harmful to competition and to consumers. Antitrust-style, ex post enforcement can enable regulators to prevent truly harmful acts without constraining beneficial arrangements in dynamic markets related to the Internet.

Looking again at the question of the substance of ex post competition enforcement, however, it is necessary for enforcers to have sufficient legal tools to block harmful actions if such an approach is to succeed. As the point made above with regard to Trinko suggests, the scope of existing antitrust law might not reach far enough to achieve policy goals for telecommunications. But this is not grounds for an ex ante network neutrality rule; it is instead grounds for Congress to articulate a standard of network competition and conduct that the FCC and the U.S. antitrust agencies can enforce without being blocked by contrary precedent from general antitrust law. Congress should also back this mandate up with authority for the FCC to implement regulation requiring network neutrality if, and only if, ex post enforcement proves inadequate and if, and only if, market developments over time show genuine harms to consumers and competition that can be fruitfully addressed by an ex ante rule. To peremptorily bar such regulation by the FCC regardless of market conditions makes little sense; just as little sense as jumping immediately to ex ante
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network neutrality rules under the increasingly competitive conditions of the telecommunications market.

A recent example of the ex post regulatory approach this Article recommends is the FCC’s 2005 enforcement action against Madison River Communications for allegedly interfering with transmissions between its customers and VoIP provider Vonage.\(^{221}\) It is beyond the scope of this Article to explore the facts or assess the merits of the FCC’s case. The point of the example for current purposes is the kind of regulatory approach it represents. One solution to potential competitive discrimination is to impose rules that mandate how telecommunications carriers transport and must transmit different kinds of content and services. The other is to let competition between networks govern such performance dimensions but to punish and enjoin discrimination that proves to be anticompetitive. For the reasons discussed earlier in this Article, the latter is far preferable in dynamic and uncertain markets where the incentive distortions and unintended consequences of regulation are likely to far outweigh any consumer benefits.

2. Further Considerations for the Ex Post Model

The antitrust-like model is not perfect. Some cases will escape scrutiny altogether and some well-aimed enforcement efforts may fail. Moreover, some harm generally accrues before agencies can seek a fine or injunction. Case-by-case enforcement may in some circumstances also provide less certainty for firms about the boundaries of acceptable conduct than ex ante rules provide.\(^{222}\) But these drawbacks must be weighed against the comparative costs of ex ante regulation. Also to be considered is that enforcement problems and compensation issues can be at least partially improved and addressed through effective enabling legislation and proper institutional assignment—e.g., to one of the antitrust agencies or to the FCC—of enforcement jurisdiction.\(^{223}\) More to the point, ex post enforcement against specific, anticompetitive acts avoids the kind of costs (discussed above in Section II.C) that ex ante rules can create through their imposition of one-size-fits-all requirements and restrictions. As the benefits of ex ante regulation diminish with competition, the more targeted approach of ex post competition enforcement becomes more appropriate. The
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\(^{222}\) The concern about uncertainty should not be overstated. There is a substantial body of precedent and experience with antitrust enforcement that provides guidance to firms about what constitutes anticompetitive behavior, and which has mitigated uncertainty in antitrust enforcement. There is no reason to expect that over time uncertainty need be any greater a problem for industries in which antitrust-style enforcement comes to supplant regulation than it has been in antitrust generally.

\(^{223}\) The question of institutional jurisdiction over enforcement of competition policy in the telecommunications industry is beyond the scope of this paper. An excellent discussion of this issue can be found in the final chapter of JONATHAN NUECHTERLEIN & PHILIP WEISER, DIGITAL CROSSROADS: AMERICAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY IN THE INTERNET AGE (2005).
empirical evidence that the U.S. telecommunications market has reached that crossroad is compelling.

IV. Conclusion

As telecommunications markets in the United States transform, regulation has remained essentially static in its fundamental approach and monopoly assumptions. To be sure, regulation has changed in its emphasis and particulars. But at the state level and in several important areas of federal regulation, rules remain whose motivating, monopoly conditions no longer hold. As long as the conventional monopoly model of regulation remains in place, it risks increasing harm to the incentives of incumbents and new entrants alike to invest and compete in ways that benefit American consumers. A shift to a regulatory approach that focuses on competition and—like antitrust enforcement—intervenes ex post to punish and enjoin anticompetitive conduct, is more appropriate to the competitive environment. When supported by carefully targeted, competitively neutral regulation to promote basic interconnection, ensure public safety, and protect distributional objectives, the ex post approach will mitigate risks and allow consumers to gain more from competition than retention of conventional regulation will allow.